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Cast

Avi Simmons

Peter Morton

Avi plays the guitar and
glockenspiel, and tells the
story through song.

Peter controls the puppets in the
show whilst also playing
harmonica and Cajon (a drum).

Puppet Characters

The Boy
These are 3 pictures of The Boy. They are all the same person, even though
they look a bit different. At the start of the story The Boy is 8 years old. By the
end of the story he is 14.
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Rosie
Rosie is The Boy’s sister. She only
appears at the start of the story.
She is 6 years old and likes to play.

Sea Captain
The Sea Captain is an old man that
lives on a boat. He has a long beard
and likes to drink rum.

Mother Whale
This is Mother Whale. During most of our story she is very sad as she has lost
her baby. When she is upset she splashes around and makes a wailing noise.

Baby Whale
This is Baby Whale. She is Mother Whale’s daughter. She has been stuck in the
ice for a long time, and can’t find her mum.
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Locations and Scenery

The Wooden Box
This is Peter’s box. It is made of wood and
can be moved in lots of different ways. All
of the worlds below can be found inside
the box.

Fisherwood Town
This is Fisherwood Town. This is
where The Boy and his sister, Rosie
live with their parents. Fisherwood
Town is by the sea.
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The Sea
This is the sea. It surrounds
Fisherwood Town. Lots of our
story is based in, or under the
sea.

Cliff
This is a cliff near Fisherwood Town,
where The Boy goes when he is feeling
sad. It is very high and when The Boy
stands on top of it he can look down to
see the sea, which is all around.
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Sea Captain’s Boat
This is where the Sea Captain
lives and works. It is a large boat
with two big sails.

Underwater
Some of the characters go underwater,
where they try to find the roots of the
island, which you can see in this picture.
It is quite dark down here and there are
plants, fish and sea creatures.
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Ice World
This is a place where the Sea Captain and
The Boy end up. It is very icy and cold,
and there is lots of snow.

The Cave
The cave is underneath the island.
This is where Mother Whale lives.
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Story

Scene 1 - Fisherwood Town
At the beginning of this scene The Boy and Rosie are playing in Fisherwood
Town. Rosie can’t keep up with her brother, as he is older and faster. One day
Rosie goes out in a boat with her Father. At the end of the day only her Father
returns in the boat. Rosie has died at sea.

Scene 2 - Cliff
The Boy is very sad that his sister has died. He doesn’t want to feel sad any
more and so he decides to take his heart out of his chest and put it in a bottle.
He then throws the bottle (containing his heart) into the sea. As the bottle
starts to sink to the bottom of the sea, Mother Whale scoops it up in her
mouth and swims away with it. The Boy does not see this happen. Year after
year he goes up to the clifftops and leaves a flower there. On the 6th year, the
flowers get blown into the sea by the wind. The Boy decides he needs to go
and search for his heart.
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Scene 3 - Boat
The Boy finds a boat at the docks and climbs onto it. There he finds the Sea
Captain. Avi sings a song about the Sea Captain. The Boy tells the Sea Captain
that he wants to find his heart, and the Sea Captain tells the boy that he has
heard of an island where there is a sound of a beating heart. He has been told
that the island is guarded by a whale. The Sea Captain and The Boy decide to
go and find the island as they believe that’s where the boy’s heart may be.

Scene 4 - Tiny Boat & the Storm
The boat heads off on a journey across the sea. As the boat travels a big storm
starts, and the waves get bigger and bigger. The boat struggles to keep sailing
straight, and instead gets tossed around by the wind and the waves. The Boy
and the Sea Captain get thrown off the boat into an icy world.
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Scene 5 - The Ice World & Baby Whale
The Sea Captain and The Boy have been thrown off the boat in the storm and
wake up in an icy world. They search for their boat and eventually see it stuck
in the ice. They walk down to the boat. In order to get it unstuck they jump up
and down on the ice. The boat becomes unstuck. They also manage to free
Baby Whale who has been stuck in the ice. The Baby Whale is happy to be free.

Scene 6 - Whale Battle
The Sea Captain and The Boy get back in the boat and carry on sailing towards
the island. They are a bit scared as they get closer as the whale that guards the
island is angry. She swims up to the boat and hits it with her tail and the boat
turns over and The Boy sinks to the bottom of the ocean.
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Scene 7 - Underwater
At the bottom of the ocean, The Boy can hear the heartbeat sound very
clearly. He sees a sparkly fish. He also meets a shrimp, who tells him that he is
surrounded by the roots of the island, and the one that sounds the loudest is
the one that will lead him to his heart. The Boy finds the right root and climbs
up it.

Scene 8 - The Cave
At the top of the root, The Boy reaches a cave where the heartbeat sound is
very loud. He peers into the cave and sees Mother Whale, who is very sad, and
is making some noise. The Boy asks Mother Whale for his heart, and she says
no, as she has lost her daughter, and is sad too. The Boy realises he has met
her daughter, who was the Baby Whale who was stuck in the ice. He tells
Mother Whale he will help her to find her daughter.
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Scene 9 - Reunited
Mother Whale and the Baby Whale both sing their songs and manage to find
each other. They swim with each other and are very happy. Mother Whale
gives The Boy his heart back. The Boy, now with his heart, finds the Sea
Captain and they sail back to Fisherwood Town to tell everyone of their
adventure.

Surprises
o There is live music narrating the story throughout with light
drumming at certain parts.
o There are sometimes bangs from the set and drum that can be
unexpected.
o There is light use of a haze machine at one point during the show.
o The baby whale puppet comes out to the audience at one point.
o The performers build a storm sound effect with the audience
clapping, stamping and swooshing. Feel free to join in at this
moment.

Additional Information
•
•
•
•

55mins no interval.
Suitable for ages 7+
No photography during the show
There should be no audience on the stage at any time due to
complex nature of the set which could be dangerous.
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